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Small and Perfectly Formed – 3 Legged Thing Introduce Iggy and The Cradle
- Mini Tripod and Phone Holder

Recent winner of the Lucie Technology Awards Tripod of the Year, 3 Legged Thing reveals a
new table-top tripod / handle grip, and smartphone cradle.

Stagsden, Bedfordshire, England (PRWEB UK) 7 March 2018 -- Further broadening its range of premium
camera support technology, 3 Legged Thing is excited to announce a pair of new products – Iggy and The
Cradle.

Iggy is 3 Legged Thing’s new mini tripod. Built from rugged ABS plastic, and with an adjustable ballhead and
1/4”-20 screw mount, Iggy is a highly versatile mini tripod.

Measuring just 14 cm / 5.5 “ tall when open, Iggy lends itself to a variety of uses including desktop tripod,
mount for microphones or lights, low-level tripod for compact and lightweight cameras, and paired with The
Cradle, can be used as a stand for smartphones on planes, trains and tables.

Iggy can be folded to create an ergonomic handle for hand-held use, creating a mini selfie stick. Iggy is
packaged with a handy GoPro adapter for use with the popular action camera range, further extending its
myriad uses.

“I’m really excited to introduce Iggy & The Cradle,” commented 3 Legged Thing Founder & CEO, Danny
Lenihan. “They’re really the first products we have created that have global appeal – not just to photographers
and videographers, but to anyone who uses a smartphone or action cam to film. They’re also the first products
that take us beyond the boundaries of photography specialist retailers.”

Following a huge number of customer requests, 3 Legged Thing is also delighted to add The Cradle to its range.
Featuring two 1/4”-20 screw threads for attachment to tripods, including Iggy, The Cradle is a super-versatile
expandable smartphone holder.

The Cradle can hold a variety of smartphones up to iPhone 8 Plus, and Samsung Galaxy S8 width, and thanks
to the choice of centre or end thread mounts can hold phones in both vertical and horizontal orientations. The
Cradle also folds flat for storage and transportation.

3 Legged Thing is making Iggy and The Cradle available singularly, and in multi-packs:

IGGY – containing one mini tripod and one GoPro mount with SRP of £19.99/$22.99

IGGY KIT – containing one mini tripod, one GoPro mount, and The Cradle phone holder SRP £24.99/$27.99

IGGY KIT 2 – containing two mini tripods, two GoPro mounts, and The Cradle phone holder SRP
£39.99/$44.99

THE CRADLE is also available as a standalone purchase. SRP £9.99/$12.99

Iggy and The Cradle will make their debut on 3 Legged Thing’s stand (no. E71) at The Photography Show, at
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the NEC, Birmingham. Both products will be available to view throughout the show which runs from 17-20th
March 2018.

Pre-orders start immediately, and Iggy, The Cradle, and Iggy kits will be available online and in retail stores
from 23rd March 2018.

###

Headquartered in a converted chicken shed (The Chicken Shed) on Kinsbourne Farm, in Stagsden,
Bedfordshire, 3 Legged Thing is a small, British company of passionate people, creating and innovating camera
support systems for photographers and videographers. 3 Legged Thing is the winner of the Lucie Technology
Awards 2017 Tripod of the Year.

If you would like more information about this press release, please contact Alison Barclay at +44 (0) 1234
225005 or email at alison(at)3leggedthing(dot)com.
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Contact Information
Alison Barclay
3 Legged Thing LTD
http://https://www.3leggedthing.com
+44 1234225005

Danny Lenihan
3 Legged Thing LTD
http://https://www.3leggedthing.com
1234828834

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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